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Why is HRI hard?
• Why is field robotics hard?

• Why isn’t machine vision a solved problem? 
(outside the lab)

• etc...



Noise & 
Uncertainty 



HCI has these
• Human behavior is inherently noisy & often 

unpredictable

• HCI is bound by the I/O of the computer/device 

- Limited modalities/influences

- Limited quantities

• HCI (usually) has longer time scales

- Collisions

- Loss of control



HRI has more
• More of it and from more sources

• Sensing

• Actuation & terrain

• Obstacles

• Additional noise from humans

- Physical motions, dimensions, features



“Go get my glasses”



“Drive to waypoint X”



“Bring Howie his lunch”



Don’t collide with the chair and 
cover Howie with food

50 “is this it?” queries

“I’m there” 



A feature, not a bug
• Affects human acceptance and trust

• Helps delineate roles and generate frameworks

- Humans for adaptability and decision making

- Robots for the D’s

• Emphasizes traditional engineering ideas

- Tolerances, safety margins, robustness

• Makes the problem a lot more interesting

• Every system is HRI — better address it directly!



• 6 experts affiliated with Robotics Institute
- Anonymous: images in this talk imply nothing

• All with extensive autonomous or semi-
autonomous mobile robot interface experience

• Four main themes: 
- Challenges
- Things that seem to work well
- Things that do not work well 
- Interface wisdom

Interviewed Experts

Steinfeld, A. (2004). Interface lessons for fully and semi-autonomous mobile 
robots. IEEE Conference on Robotics and Automation 2004 (ICRA).



Categories
• Safety

• Remote Awareness

• Control

• Command Inputs

• Status and State

• Recovery

• Interface Design



Safety
• Robot should fail into a 

safe state for:

- robot

- operator

- bystanders

• Calibration and start-up 
states require critical 
attention



Command Inputs
• Controls should support input for alternative 

views; vehicle drive and waypoint selection

• Seek to enhance human-robot communication

• Preplanned macro actions are very helpful

- “10 second autonomy”

• Robot may be precise even if user only wants 
approximate behavior



Status and State
• Rapidly identification of 

health and motion

• Color or pops-up at 
threshold crossings

• There should be “idiot 
lights”

• Error and health summary

• Labeling, grouping, and 
drill-downs



Recovery
• Autonomous robots 

always encounter 
situations where they fail

• Should be designed to 
fail into states that are 
safe and recoverable

• Humans can spot 
obvious, yet hard to 
encode problems

- Permit rapid overrides

RHEX, www.rhex.org



Which do you like more?



Who Messed Up?
• Three types of blame

- Self Blame

- Team Blame

- User Blame

• Any blame lowers trust

• User blame disliked

• Self blame negatively impacted trust
P. Kaniarasu and A. M. Steinfeld, "Effects of blame on trust in human robot interaction.” 2014. The 
23rd IEEE International Symposium on Robot and Human Interactive Communication (RO-MAN)



Nico Can’t Be Trusted
• Rock, Paper, Scissors

• Verbal cheats viewed a malfunction

• Action cheat viewed as intentional 
cheating

• Action cheat increases social engagement 
with the robot vs. other conditions

• Action cheat interpreted as intentional 
attempts to modify the outcome of the 
game, and thus make greater attributions 
of mental state to the robot

E. Short, J. Hart, M. Vu, and B. Scassellati. 2010. No fair!!: an interaction with a cheating 
robot.  ACM/IEEE International Conference on Human-Robot Interaction (HRI '10). 

Coders Metric “Cheating” “Malfunction or Mistake” “Anthropomorphize”
1&2 Cohen’s Kappa 0.860 0.655 0.552

Chi-squared χ2(1, N = 58) = 43.066, p < 0.001 χ2(1, N = 58) = 24.865, p < 0.001 χ2(1, N = 58) = 19.376, p < 0.001
1&3 Cohen’s Kappa 0.678 0.506 0.345

Chi-squared χ2(1, N = 58) = 28.458, p < 0.001 χ2(1, N = 58) = 15.975, p < 0.001 χ2(1, N = 58) = 7.108, p = 0.008
2&3 Cohen’s Kappa 0.817 0.582 0.552

Chi-squared χ2(1, N = 58) = 40.030, p < 0.001 χ2(1, N = 58) = 21.136, p < 0.001 χ2(1, N = 58) = 22.095, p < 0.001

TABLE I
INTER-ANNOTATOR AGREEMENT RATING RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: “DID ANYTHING ABOUT NICO’S BEHAVIOR SEEM UNUSUAL? WHAT?”

Fig. 2. The humanoid robot, Nico.

voice. Inter-annotator agreement was Cohen’s Kappa = 0.394,
χ2(1, N = 144) = 35.332, p < 0.001. The mean number of
verbs classified as active was taken for each response. These
sum was divided by the number of verb phrases appearing in
each response, normalizing it to one. That is, we measured the
proportion of verbs in each response classified as “active” or
“passive”.

Finally, from the video taken of the participants playing
with Nico, we transcribed the participants’ utterances and
counted the number of words spoken by each participant
during the interaction with Nico. We discarded those words
spoken to the experimenter while the experimenter is in the
room with the participant demonstrating the task. Because the
phrase does not contain communicative intent, and is mostly

used to synchronize timing and keep track of the number
of movements before the throw, we did not count “Rock,
paper, scissors, shoot” in the number of words uttered by the
participant. We use the adjusted word count as a metric to
quantify social engagement between conditions.

III. RESULTS

We recruited 73 participants from the Yale community
through posters, the Facebook social networking site, and
personal invitations. We discarded seven because of opera-
tor error, three because of technical malfunctions, and three
because of failure to properly participate in the task. Operator
errors consisted mainly of cheating in the wrong way during
trials, or failure to start recording equipment. Mechanical
problems included a stripped set-screw in the hand which
needed replacing, and a cable in the hand that broke during
one trial. Discounting discarded participants, 21 participants
were placed in our control group, 20 into the verbal cheat
group, and 19 into the action cheat group. Of these, we had
23 male participants, 32 female participants, and five who did
not report demographic information.

One of our first concerns is establishing whether or not the
paradigm of the experiment works – that is, is it ambiguous
to the verbal cheat group whether Nico was cheating or
malfunctioning, and do participants in the action cheat group
perceive Nico as cheating more often than in the other groups?
Hypothesis testing via a one-way analysis of variance shows
that Nico’s behavior affected participants perceptions both of
cheating, F (2, 56) = 33.407, p < .001 and malfunctioning
or making a mistake, F (2, 56) = 14.000, p < .001. Unless
otherwise specified, all post hoc analyses presented in this
paper use Fischer’s LSD post hoc criterion. Post hoc analyses
indicate that all mean differences are significant for cheating,
and that all differences but that between the control group
and action cheat group are significant for malfunctioning or
making a mistake at p < 0.05. Malfunctioning or making a
mistake is borderline significant at p = 0.089. Results from
the classification of the written responses appear in Figure
3. Confirming our first hypothesis, the participants who saw
the action cheat mentioned cheating, while the participants
who saw the verbal cheat frequently described it as a mistake
or malfunction, while only sometimes calling it cheating.
The participants in the control group, unsurprisingly, were
not sure at all about what the unusual behavior might be,
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Robot Control is Hard

!21

Wheelchair-mounted robot arms empower people today

But these robots are hard to control:

• Control interfaces are demanding to use

• 2D modal control of 6D end effector 
means that 17% of time is spent 
switching modes (Herlant et al., HRI 
2016)

kinovarobotics.com



Teleoperation is Hard



Assistive Teleoperation

!23

1. Understand user’s intention

2. Provide robot control 
signal to assist

Idea: Augment manual operation with autonomous behavior

Javdani et al., RSS 2015



Shared Autonomy Helps

With shared autonomy Without shared autonomy



Gaze Helps Even More

Aronson et al. “Eye-Hand Behavior in Human-Robot Shared Manipulation.” 2018. IEEE/ACM 
Conference on Human-Robot Interaction (HRI ’18).



Takeaways
• Human-Robot Interaction is a complex field 

with lots of sub-areas

• Interface design

• Trust and social perception of robots

• Assistive devices and teleoperation

• Lots more!

• Every robotic system is an HRI system at 
some level ;)
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